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VEI. WHY COMMENTS MATTER AND WHY NEWS 
ORGANIZATIONS CARE ABOUT THEM
Media companies all over the world are both interested in and concerned about the comment sections on 
their website. Their interest stems mostly from the relationship and engagement with their readers that they 
are able to create through commenting, which can also translate into more time spent on the website, more 
“eyeballs“ to sell to advertisers and brand establishment or consolidation. 

The concern usually comes from the “bad“ reputation that the comment section has, as a place where inci-
vility seems rife and the efforts to diminish it put important strains on the newsroom. Indeed, research done 
by the World Association of Newspapers (WAN) found that “organizations are deleting an average of 11% of 
comments, primarily because the content is generally offensive, containing hate speech or bad language, or 
because it’s spam.“ Clearly, this percentage is closely related to the terms and conditions the websites use. On 
the largest website where moderation was undertaken as part of the Less Hate, More Speech project -- the 
site of sports newspaper Gazeta Sporturilor (GSP.ro) -- in the first 175 days of moderation, 24% of comments 
required an intervention. The number went down in the following 175 days, with only 19% of comments 
moderated (not counting deleted spam or repetitive comments). Although the numbers don’t look overwhel-
ming, each publisher does its own cost and benefit analysis with regard to the comment section. 

But even those media organizations that have closed down their comment section for various reasons (Bodea 
2015) are still deploying measures to ensure reader engagement with their content, even if they do it on social 
media channels. Giving up on the direct relationship with their customers might seem like a loss, especially 
since social media have begun to position themselves pretty much as publishers inside “walled gardens“. 
(Calladine 2016) 

According to the Carat Global yearly report, this trend will continue in the years to come. It also means that 
publishers are being forced by big social media players to share their content for free directly on Facebook, for 
example, through its Instant Articles initiative, so that people can find everything they need within their feed 
and not bother to leave these “walled gardens“. (Carat Global 2016)  This syndication of content with no fee, 
along with removing comment sections from their websites, are successive moves through which publishers 
yield power to social media channels.

Comment sections below articles are worth keeping alive, rather than eliminating them altogether, as some 
media organizations have decided to do. (Bodea 2015) There are more arguments to support the benefits of 
keeping them up than not:

   Readers feel the need to contribute their own opinions on the Internet, which is no longer the medium 
of a unidirectional form of communication, but of a dialogue. It is true, however, that at times publishers 
choose to put out articles with the precise purpose of creating an inflammatory atmosphere in order to 
increase the website’s traffic.

   Comments may bring journalists important additional information, correcting their texts, providing new 
angles on the story at hand that were not developed in the original article or offering new ideas for 
stories that they might pursue.

   Moreover, the interaction between authors and commentators may curb aggressiveness, as well as 
nurture a community feel. A study by the Engaging News Project shows that when authors get involved 
in answering readers’ comments, incivility decreases by 15%. (The Engaging News Project 2014) 

   The same study shows how comments may increase interaction with the readers, add to the time spent 
on the site and engender loyalty to the publication.
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   Another project conducted in the United States, the Coral Project,1 tries to find the best ways to trans-
form comments into an area of interaction between readers and publishers/journalists, an area where 
this relationship can be defined. (Yaeger 2015) 

An additional argument about why comments matter is related to a legal practice in the process of being es-
tablished, which requires greater scrutiny over the comment section of articles. 

In Estonia, a news website (Delfi AS) was sued and found responsible for comments that were slanderous 
and incited to violence and hatred, found below an article that was otherwise objective and factual. It is not 
only Estonian courts that ruled against the particular site, but also the European Court of Human Rights, which 
stressed that: “the responsibility of a large news portal to take efficient measures to limit dissemination of 
hate speech and speech that incites to violence cannot be equated with ‘private censorship’.“ (European court 
of Human Rights 2015)  

On the other hand, Article 19, an international organization fighting for free speech and the free flow of infor-
mation, believes that this decision, through which Delfi AS is found directly responsible for the content of its 
comments, is a violation of the right to free speech online and ignores EU regulation in the field.2 

Because of this controversial decision, some sites have started shutting down their comment sections. This is 
the case of the Bulgarian website e-vestnik.bg, which has an announcement on its page that references the 
ECHR decision and the fact that it cannot afford to take preventive action. The owner himself is in a similar 
trial to that of Delfi.3 

If despite the potential pitfalls of the comment section, if a publisher decides to maintain it due to the po-
tential for building brand loyalty, generating interesting content and drawing more readers in, what are the 
options available for fostering an engaging, civil and insightful discussion below the line? How much anony-
mity should users get? How can we develop and enforce civility and tolerance norms, decrease the amount 
of hostile, hateful or otherwise inappropriate comments? And how can we go beyond cutting back on hate 
and incivility, towards encouraging quality contributions and keeping people coming back to the community? 

These are some of the questions explored in the first part of the report, which takes a comparative look 
at what 69 websites in five countries are doing in terms of content- and user-management systems, 
comment regulation, comment moderation and other measures based on “positive reinforcement,“ like  
featured posts and super-users.

The second part of the report explains the content of the commenting rules laid out for the core websites 
involved in the Less Hate, More Speech project and the process by which they were developed.

1 See https://coralproject.net/.
2 Article 19. (2015). “European Court strikes serious blow to free speech online.” https://www.article19.org/

resources.php/resource/37287/en/european-court-strikes-serious-blow-to-free-speech-online (accessed 20 
August 2015).

3 The post translates as: “ The comments below the articles are suspended from June 2015 in connection with the 
decision of the European Court, according to which the site owner bears legal responsibility for posts by read-
ers. E-vestnik.bg is subject to legal claims and shall enter into legal costs in connection with their publications, 
and is unable to moderate the forum and be responsible for it. The site relies on donations from readers to keep 
a place for opinions outside the controlled media.” See for instance, here: http://e-vestnik.bg/24328/mezhdu-
general-lukov-i-general-dzhurov/ (accessed 20 January 2016).
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1. WEBSITES ANALYZED, CRITERIA FOR SELECTION AND CODING
For a full list of the websites we analyzed, see Annex 1.

In all, we looked at 76 websites in five countries: France, Hungary, Romania, the United Kingdom and the 
United States of America. Germany has not been included because of a more rigid, regulation-oriented 
approach to free speech. (Bell 2016) The breakdown was the following: 8 French websites, 27 Romanian 
websites, 21 Hungarian websites, 11 websites based in the UK and 9 websites based in the U.S. For each 
country we selected the (news and/or sports) sites that attracted the greatest traffic or number of com-
ments or that had a particularly interesting approach to the comment section. For Romania, we covered 
all the news websites in the top ten in terms of monthly unique users (as per the information made 
available by the official body that measures online traffic IATS - Internet Audience and Traffic Study), as 
well as a host of additional sites that are either popular or are up-and-coming portals for news or political 
commentary.

Of the websites we selected, 69 hosted comment sections.  One of the Romanian websites we looked at, 
the financial news website of Ziarul Financiar, did not host a comment section. Additionally, several of the 
Hungarian news outlets we were interested in also did not have comment sections (Alfahir, Inforadio, M1, 
Duna TV and Hir TV). All the American, British and French websites we selected had comment sections. 
In the rest of the report we focus only on the sites that have comments. A full list of the outlets analyzed 
can be found in Annex 1.

In our analysis, we looked mainly at what the terms, conditions and recommendations for commenting 
contained. The terms, conditions and other features of the websites were recorded over a period of se-
veral weeks, up until January 28, 2016. Any changes that occurred after the terms were collected have not 
been taken into consideration. After downloading all of the rules and stipulations about user generated 
content we could find on each website, we manually coded each website along a set of 53 variables, re-
garding: the comment management system and manners of user authentication; the presence of terms 
and conditions for comments and the form in which they are laid out; the presence of various rules related 
to tolerance, civility, legal liability or other aspects; the type of moderation applied, if any; features such 
as super-users and highlighted comments; and other aspects of the comment system, like the ability to 
recommend comments and rank them by popularity. A full list of the variables is available in Annex 2.

 
2. COMMENT AND USER PROFILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
One of the most important steps in building a user community is the selection of a comment management 
system and the manner in which readers can identify themselves in order to post a comment. Among 
other implications, comment and user profile management systems have ramifications for user privacy, 
user accountability to the publisher and ease of tracking conversations and user history both for the rea-
der and for the publisher.

Proprietary comment systems

Creating one’s own comment management system is the option that arguably offers a publisher the 
greatest amount of control over the design of the comment section, as well as its content -- provided 
that the necessary resources are available. In our sample, this, or sticking to standard systems that come 
with platforms like Wordpress, is by far the most popular option in all countries, as opposed to relying 
on commenting platforms like Disqus, Livefyre or a comment section based on the Facebook comments 
plugin alone. In all, 47 websites opted for their own comment management system or used the Wordpress 
comment system.

Of such systems, the one that offers the greatest possible amount of anonymity to its users is Gawker, 
which has created a blog platform and user generated content system called Kinja. Those who wish to 

II. RULES AND SYSTEMS TO MANAGE  
COMMENTS: A COMPARATIVE LOOK
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comment on the websites that are part of Gawker Media can log in through social networks, but if they prefer 
not to, they can create a so-called Burner account, which allows commenting on all the Gawker Media websi-
tes. Getting a “Burner“ means choosing a username and receiving an automatically generated “Burner key“. 
Gawker claims passwords are not stored, and since there is no email registration, there is no way to recover 
the key if the user forgets it.

Authentication without verification

Excluding the case of Gawker, the most amount of “anonymity“ a reader who wishes to comment can usually 
get is if they can simply fill in a box with an email address and a nickname (without having to register for the 
website or confirm that this is their email by clicking a link sent to their inbox). Wordpress-based websites 
often have comment sections like this. Romania is somewhat of an outlier, with 13 websites allowing for the 
submission of comments without prior registration.4 Only one foreign outlet, Hungary’s RTL, opted for this 
system.

Verified user accounts and social network logins

Most of the websites with a proprietary or some other, non-Disqus, Livefyre or Facebook comment system 
(34 out of 47) required creating a profile through registration with a valid email address and a password. In 
addition, 25 also allowed authentication through a social network such as Facebook, Google+ or Twitter.

Ten websites opted for the Disqus platform.5 Once registered on Disqus (which requires choosing a username 
and verifying one’s email address through a confirmation link), readers can use their Disqus identity to com-
ment across all websites that use this system. Disqus also allows for logging in via social network accounts. 
In terms of user-friendliness, Disqus also automatically nests replies to comments, making it easier to follow 
conversations, and allows users to recommend or flag comments. 

Only one Romanian website (Agerpres) and two U.S. websites we looked at used Livefyre (CNN and Fox 
News). Similar to Disqus, Livefyre is also a platform that allows users to use the same identity (and there-
fore login details) on multiple websites, and comments can also be nested, recommended or flagged. Login 
through social networks is also possible.

The Facebook comments plugin

The least amount of privacy is offered by comment sections that use only the Facebook comments plugin, 
of which we found 8 in our sample - 3 in Hungary, 4 in Romania and one in the United States (the Huffington 
Post). Any comment posted through these systems is shown with the person’s Facebook profile name and 
picture next to it as well as, oftentimes, one’s stated location or place of work. Moreover, Facebook generally 
requires that people use their real name, under penalty of profile suspension for use of aliases, (Brandom 
2015) although there are no documented cases of this occurring in Romania. The Facebook comments plu-
gin also enables recommending comments or reporting them. Although website managers can still delete 
comments, there is less control of the comment section. For some publishers, however, this can be a good 
tradeoff, since there is some indication in the literature that loss of anonymity can motivate comment section 
users to be more civil. (Santana 2014)

4 Evenimentul Zilei, Gandul, PrimaTV, PROTV, Realitatea, Romania Libera, Mediafax, NationalTV, Contributors, Can-
can, Sport.ro, Pagina de Media.

5 UK: The Telegraph; US: PBS (Newshour); France: Les Echos; Romania: Click, Libertatea, ProSport, CriticAtac; 
Hungary: 444.hu, 888.hu, hvg.hu.
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Country Total Comment through Disqus comment Livefyre comment
 websites Facebook comments  system - login with system - login with 
 analyzed plugin only  Disqus or website  livefyre or website 
    username+password  username+password 
    or social network  or with social network 
    account   account 
      
  Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage 
   of total  of total  of total

ALL 69 8 12% 10 15% 3 4%
France 8 0 0% 1 13% 0 0%
Hungary 15 3 20% 3 20% 0 0%
Romania 26 4 15% 4 15% 1 4%
United Kingdom 11 0 0% 1 9% 0 0%
United States 9 1 11% 1 11% 2 22%

     Own comment system or other system

Country Total Website username +  Nickname and email Social network login
 websites password creation  address required,  available (FB, Google+,
 analyzed required (with  (no verification) Twitter etc. authentication) 
  verification)

  Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage of   
   of total  of total  own/other system 
   outlets  outlets  outlets

ALL 69 34 49% 14 19% 30 63%

France 8 7 88% 0 0% 3 43%

Hungary 15 8 53% 1 7% 6 67%

Romania 26 4 15% 13 50% 8 47%

United Kingdom 11 10 91% 0 0% 7 64%

United States 9 5 56% 0 0% 6 100%
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3. COMMENTING TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Whether they make a commitment to 
moderate posts or not, publishers that 
host a comment section tend to esta-
blish some ground rules for the com-
ment section, in terms of what kind 
of language and content is considered 
acceptable. Provided that commenters 
actually check the guidelines, this is a 
good way to promote norms of civility 
and tolerance below the line, especially 
if they are also enforced through mode-
ration or banning.

There were only 15 websites in our sample where we could not locate any user generated content terms 
and conditions or guidelines - 10 of them in Romania,6 5 in Hungary. Two of these Romanian outlets were 
ones where the comment section was Facebook comments plugin-only (Digi24 and Spynews) and 4 had a 
comment system that did not require prior verification of an email (Prima TV, Romania Libera, TVR News and 
Contributors).

Of all the websites that did have clearly stated rules for comments, in 45 cases they were included in the 
general terms and conditions of the website. A subset of these 45 outlets also elaborated on the rules for 
user-generated content in a further document or page. The names vary from “House rules“ to “Community 
Guidelines,“ as does the length of the explanations, but generally the content more specifically addresses the 
type of language and message that they encourage and/or discourage. In total, 21 websites have separate 
sections that describe what comments should or should not look like (in 4 cases this topic is not addressed at 
all in the general terms and conditions). Seven outlets also address possible comments and questions in the 
FAQ section. Only two websites give specific samples of comments that are allowed and not allowed (lefigaro.
fr and 444.hu). On 3 websites, some brief commenting rules are laid out only below the line (PBS Newshour, 
Cancan - a Romanian tabloid, and the Hungarian outlets Mandiner and mno.hu).

Some of the most detailed guidelines and explanations can be found on The Guardian and Le Figaro. The 
Guardian addresses commenting in its Terms and Conditions page, on a separate page with Community Gui-
delines and also on a detailed “Frequently Asked Questions“ page. Le Figaro lays out the basic rules for com-
menting, provides a detailed checklist with the type of things that are and are not allowed, gives examples 
of comments that are permitted or deleted, and it also has a quiz for users to take to see if they are “ready to 
comment“ on the website.

RULES AGAINST HATEFUL OR DISCRIMINATORY SPEECH
Of the 54 websites that have some form of commu-
nity rules, 36 have a warning against language or 
content that is racist or discriminates on the basis 
of ethnicity. A further 23 specifically warn against 
speech that discriminates on the basis of sexual 
orientation, 17 forbid xenophobic content and 18 ban 
content that discriminates based on gender. War-
nings against content that disparages or discrimi-
nates based on religious affiliation are found on 15 
websites, disability is nominated as a criterion based 
on which not to discriminate on 11 websites and so-
cio-economic status or class on two websites. 

6 Click, Digi24, PrimaTV, Romania Libera, Republica, Contributors, ProSport, SpyNews, CriticAtac.
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In all, 46 websites make some reference to hate speech and/or discriminatory speech, whether they nomina-
te these above groups or not. Generally, the language of the terms is such that there is a blanket ban on dispa-
raging, derogatory or discriminatory speech on the basis of a few nominated criteria, but not limited to those.

Only 8 websites make no direct reference to discrimination or hate speech in their terms, 5 of which are Ro-
manian.7 

Finally, 27 websites ban incitement to violence or incitement to other, unspecified, illegal acts.

CIVILITY RULES
Rules against incivility, in various forms, are abundant, although here, too, the Romanian landscape appears 
slightly under-regulated compared to websites in other countries.

Vulgar or profane language, images or videos are expressly banned on 42 of the 54 websites that contain 
commenting rules. Of the 12 sites that have no such stipulation, 5 are Romanian.8 

Threats and/or harassment of other users, of the authors or of other persons, are clearly singled out as forbid-
den on 34 websites. Ten of the 20 outlets that make no reference of this are Romanian.9 

A specific rule against personal attacks or insults and name-calling is present on 39 websites and absent on 
15, nine of which are in Romania.10 

Violating a person’s right to privacy is 
also expressly banned on 35 of the web-
sites that have user generated content 
rules.
 
Of the 16 Romanian websites that have 
both comment sections and commenting 
rules, 5 have no specific rule against in-
sults, harassment or threats,11 although 
two of these do contain a caution against 
vulgarity (Gandul and National TV).

Posting the same comment (or a very similar comment) multiple times, which can be either a form of trolling 
or a form of flooding the comment section with political or other types of advertising, is expressly forbidden 
on 18 websites, including 3 Romanian ones (Adevarul, Dilema Veche and Realitatea).

LEGAL LIABILITY RULES
A statement that the publisher takes no responsibility for the user generated content and that the commenter 
is solely responsible for what he posts is quite standard and appears on at least 47 websites.

Libelous or defamatory content is expressly forbidden on 39 of the websites that have user generated content 
terms, as is content that violates intellectual property or copyright (on 36 outlets), collecting and / or storing 
other users’ personal data (on 9 websites) and posting any content that is unlawful in any way (37 sites).

At least 29 sites feature warnings that any user-generated content may be used or republished by the web-
site.

7 Antena1, Jurnalul National, PROTV, NationalTV and Sport.ro.
8 Evenimentul Zilei, Jurnalul National, PROTV, Sport.ro, Pagina de media.
9 Dilema Veche, Gandul, Jurnalul National, PROTV, RealitateaTV, Mediafax, NationalTV, Cancan, Sport.ro, Pagina de 

media.
10 Antena1, Evenimentul Zilei, Gandul, HotNews, Jurnalul National, Libertatea, PROTV, NationalTV, Sport.ro.
11 Gandul, Jurnalul National, PROTV, NationalTV, Sport.ro.
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OTHER
Somewhat surprisingly, almost half (21) of the publishers that host comment sections and also posted com-
menting rules warn users against posting off-topic or “irrelevant“ comments. These include 3 Romanian web-
sites (Adevarul, Dilema Veche, Pagina de media), all of the British websites (except for the Guardian) and 
several American websites (PBS Newshour, The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post and CNN).

All of the British and American websites prohibit spamming and advertising in the comment section. Five of 8 
French websites, 6 out of 9 Hungarian websites and 6 of the 15 Romanian ones do the same.

 4. PUNITIVE NORM-ENFORCEMENT MEASURES
Along with various restrictions, in terms of “negative“ measures, publishers always reserve the right to re-
move or otherwise change comments or ban users. Though many reserve the right and warn users that their 
comments may be deleted or their user profiles restricted, not all publishers make an outright commitment 
to moderate the content.

In our sample of 69 websites with comment sections, only 54 had some information regarding the type of 
user-generated comment that is allowed or encouraged. For the outlets that do not have any stipulations 
about comments, it was not feasible for us to determine at this point with any certainty whether they mo-
derate or not. We coded a website as doing some moderation if its website contained clear statements that 
some or all comments are either pre-moderated (checked before publication) or post-moderated (checked 
after publication on the site). 

Insofar as it is possible to determine how moderation works -- because it is explained in the terms and con-
ditions or community guidelines or by observing moderated comments on the website -- it appears that pu-
blishers usually either decline to publish comments altogether or remove them completely after publication. 

In some cases, the system leaves the comment box intact, with the username and timestamp of the com-
ment still visible, but with a message that the comment has been suppressed because it did not abide by the 
community rules. This is the system that the Guardian normally uses, for instance. Sometimes, however, a 
Guardian comment can be deleted without leaving a marker behind if it is a duplicate, spam or if it quotes or 
refers to another comment that was moderated. (The Guardian 2009) 

Almost no publishers at the moment seem to be doing selective moderation, wherein they only remove or 
replace the offending part of the comment, leaving the rest intact (which is the main type of moderation we 
are experimenting with in the Less Hate, More Speech project). Evenimentul Zilei does mention it can “par-
tially censor“ a comment, but we were not able to verify if this has ever been implemented. The Guardian 
believes that “moderators aren’t editors“ and selective moderation may “inadvertently change the meaning“ 
of the post. The publication also explains that it wishes to encourage users “to think carefully before posting, 
because “even if only one little bit (or line, or paragraph) of a comment is problematic, the whole comment 
will be removed.“

 Sites with Sites with moderation Sites with commenting rules 
 comment sections

Country Number Number Share of those Number Share of those 
   with comment  with comment 
   sections  sections

ALL 69 28 41% 54 78%

France 8 4 50% 8 100%

Hungary 15 5 33% 10 66%

Romania 26 5 19% 16 62%

United Kingdom 11 10 91% 11 100%

United States 9 5 56% 9 64%

SITES WITH COMMENTS, RULES AND MODERATION:
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that we analyzed, several committed to 
having moderators pre-screen virtually all 
comments before they appear: the BBC, 
The Times, Le Parisien and 20 minutes.

Other publications opted for pre-modera-
tion only for certain types of comments or 
users. 

PRE-MODERATION - BY SECTION
The Daily Mail has pre-moderation on some of its pages and post-moderation on others and features a war-
ning regarding the type of moderation on each page. The Scotsman pre-screens comments for certain articles, 
depending on the topic. ( Johnston Press PLC) Les Echos also pre-screens or post-moderates comments based 
on the section where they appear. (Les Echos) The Guardian usually moderates comments after publication, 
with the exception of a few sections, “which may contain extremely sensitive content, such as Blogging the 
Qur’an. In these cases, all comments are pre-moderated before appearing on the site.“ (The Guardian)  

PRE-MODERATION - BY USER
The Guardian also sometimes applies a “filter“ to the content submitted by certain users, if they are “iden-
tified as a risk, based on a pattern of behaviour“. In such instances, the comments are checked before they 
are allowed to appear on the site. The New York Times pre-moderates all comments, according to its terms 
and conditions, except for the content submitted by “verified commenters“. These are the users that the 
NY Times has determined have a history of “quality comments“. (The New York Times) On the Washington 
Post, newly registered users are subject to pre-moderation, while others have their comments checked only 
after publication. (Amenabar 2014) Le Figaro, which promises to moderate all comments, also has two tiers 
of users: “Connect“ members are pre-moderated and “Premium“ members post-moderated. (Le Figaro) The 
Nottingham Post also divides users in “trusted“ and “non-trusted,“ with the latter having their comments pre-
screened. (The Nottingham Post 2012) 

The Gawker comment system also involves a form of pre-moderation for some users and no moderation for 
others. Comments from trusted users are automatically visible, the other comments being gradually appro-
ved. Readers who do not want to wait for comments to be moderated can visualize everything by pushing a 
“Show Pending“ button, which is accompanied by a warning that “[t]hese may contain graphic material.“ The 
unapproved comments are then displayed with gray font instead of black. Trusted status is awarded by the 
journalists writing for the website, who can “follow“ a commenter (writers are required as part of their jobs 
to keep an eye on and participate in the comment section). If a user does not have this privilege, his comment 
is “in the gray“ until it is approved by a writer or moderator.

POST-MODERATION 
There are several websites that make no reference to pre-moderation but make a commitment to post-mo-
derate at least some, if not all of their comments: The Mirror, The Sun, Blikk (Hungary), Napi (Hungary) and 
TV2 (Hungary).

MODERATION METHODS AND RULES ON ROMANIAN WEBSITES
Our sample contains 26 Romanian websites that have a comment section. Sixteen of these have commen-
ting rules, contained either in the website’s terms and conditions, on a separate page or above the comment 
section. Five make a clear, written commitment to do some kind of moderation: Adevarul, Evenimentul Zilei, 
Hotnews, Pagina de media and PRO TV. This is done mainly in the form of pre-screening comments before 
they appear on the website. It is possible that additional websites in our sample also moderate some com-
ments, but they could not be coded as such if there are no terms and conditions with regard to user-generated 
content or the terms do not contain any stipulation that the comments are moderated.

Adevarul

The Adevarul newspaper makes a commitment to remove abusive content and warns users that their com-
ments can be deleted and their IDs banned. According to the website’s Frequently Asked Questions page, 
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all comments on adevarul.ro are screened before publication. Once a comment is submitted, it is marked as 
“Comment pending“ while it waits in the moderation queue. If a comment is removed, it is replaced with a 
marker stating “Comment not approved.“12

The terms and conditions list several types of messages that the moderators will remove: defamatory, obsce-
ne, vulgar, abusive or illegal messages, repetitive posts, off-topic comments and spam. Language that discri-
minates on the basis of race, religion, nationality, gender, sexual orientation, age, region, ethnicity or disability 
is also expressly banned. The terms also mention threats and incitement to violence as behavior that is not 
allowed. Hate speech, according to the terms, is liable to cause user banning. 

Evenimentul Zilei

The website for the Evenimentul Zilei newspaper contains rules for commenting both in the terms and con-
ditions section and below the articles that have a comment section. According to the rules that are posted 
below the line, comments submitted through the Facebook comments plugin appear immediately, while the 
comments submitted through the EVZ comment system (which only requires filling in a nickname and an 
email address, without prior registration), are pre-moderated and may take a while to appear because they 
are only checked once an hour. Once a user submits a comment, he is notified that it will be published “once 
it is approved by an editor.“

The sentence that appears below the line is a statement of purpose for moderation, which is meant to “instate 
a civil environment, eliminating professional, party-affiliated commenters or those paid to block a civilized 
article“. Given that this is the first thing any reader sees below the line, it can be considered revealing in terms 
of highlighting the main concerns of the publisher -- sponsored posters who hijack political discussions for 
their personal benefit or for the benefit of others. The text below the line also cautions users to use “civilized 
language“ and expresses a wish to “avoid further harassment“ in the comment section. (Badea 2015) When 
a reader attempts to submit a comment, a further notice appears, warning that comments must be on-topic, 
devoid of obscenity or personal attacks. The notice also mentions other things that are forbidden: advertising, 
insults and “trivialities“. According to this message, breaking the rules can mean “partial censorship of the 
comment“, the complete removal of the comment, banning or IP-blocking.

The website’s terms and conditions section also lists other types of messages that are forbidden: “illegal 
content (child pornography, incitement to violence, racism and discrimination, etc.), content that is defamato-
ry, threatening, pornographic, harassing or content that violates any law“.

Hotnews

In its general terms and conditions, under the heading “Comment approval,“ the online news portal Hotnews 
commits to pre-screening all comments, “which cannot appear on the platform Hotnews.ro, if they are not 
approved by one of the employees of Hotnews.ro“. The site also reserves the right to remove comments that 
have already been approved. 

The type of content that is not permitted includes: off-topic comments, illegal, discriminatory, offensive, 
inappropriate messages or messages that are harmful, in any form, to [the website’s] image, to the image of 
[the website’s] partners or to third parties“. Unsolicited commercial content and messages with “confidential 
information“ are also banned, as are “illegal, immoral, offensive, threatening, abusive, indecent“ texts or 
content that violates intellectual property rights or any other rights of third parties.13 

12 Adevarul. “Termeni si conditii „adevarul.ro””. http://adevarul.ro/termeni-si-conditii/ (accessed 28 December 
2015). Also: Adevarul. “Intrebari frecvente”. http://adevarul.ro/intrebari-frecvente/ (accessed 28 December 
2015).  

13 Hotnews.ro “Termeni si conditii de utilizare a site-ului HotNews.ro”. http://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-general-
5447989-termeni-conditii-utilizare-site-ului-hotnews.htm (accessed 28 December 2015).
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Pagina de Media entered the LHMS project in early 2016, and its comments have been moderated by the same 
team, according to the same rules as gsp.ro and tolo.ro, since February 5, 2016. However, the outlet had its 
own commenting rules and moderation system beforehand, and those are the rules and procedures we coded 
in this report.  

Comments on paginademedia.ro were pre-moderated, and the rules stipulated that moderation would priori-
tize the approval of those who used real names or “an identity recognized through an avatar, blog, personal 
website etc.“. The rules also forbade taking on someone else’s identity.

The outlet also reserved the right “to edit“ comments, especially if they involved personal attacks, the inva-
sion of others’ privacy, xenophobia, incitement to violence, misogyny and antisemitism. They also cautioned 
against messages that commented on people’s regional provenance (in Romania). If the whole comment was 
“corrupted“ by such issues, it would not be approved. The rules also banned monosyllabic or terse comments 
(“yes,“ “no,“ “well put“), messages that contained only links or any links that were irrelevant to the article at 
hand.

PRO TV

The PRO TV terms and conditions contain very little information about comments, except a stipulation that 
submitting content that violates copyright and intellectual property is expressly banned. When a user posts a 
comment, he/she receives a message indicating that messages are pre-screened: “Your comment has been 
sent! To avoid spam, comments are moderated. They will appear on the website only after they are approved 
by a moderator“.14 

FLAGGING COMMENTS
In comparison to moderation, which depends solely on the website administrators, comment-flagging sys-
tems depend first on the community and only second on the team responsible for the comments. Naturally, 
one cannot rely on commenters alone to determine what content is acceptable. First of all, those who post 
abusive comments are themselves part of the community, so the presence of “flagging-worthy“ content 
itself is a signal that some people are not playing by the rules. Second, flagging can be used maliciously, by 
readers who simply disagree with a commenter or wish to suppress his/her point of view for whatever rea-
son. Still, flagging can be a useful complement to moderation, acting as a failsafe in case the moderators miss 
something, especially for the publishers that do not have the resources to screen every single comment. In 
addition, enabling flagging can offer useful information about the user community, indicating what type of 
behavior is considered unacceptable by the commenters.

From our sample of 69 websites that have comment sections, 40 of them use a comment system that allows 
users to flag abusive comments. However, in the case of 5 of these sites, which use the Facebook comments 
plugin only, this effectively means reporting to Facebook, which is unlikely to result in the removal of the 
content (by the website administrators at least).15 Another 11 websites use the Disqus or Livefyre platforms, 
which allow reporting to the website managers or moderators. The rest have their own comment manage-
ment systems.

BANNING USERS
Banning, reserved for the worst offenders, is explicitly mentioned as a possible outcome of failing to abide by 
the user terms and conditions by 37 outlets.
 

14 Pro TV. “Termeni si conditii de utilizare”. http://www.protv.ro/terms (accessed 4 January 2016).
15 Huffington Post, Antena1, Digi24, Jurnalul National, 24.hu.
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5. POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT MEASURES
In addition to laying out written norms for the commenter community and enforcing punitive measures like 
moderation and banning, publications can and sometimes do design systems for highlighting quality content 
and rewarding good behavior. 

For those publications that put a lot of effort in highlighting users or comments, such as the New York Times, 
this can be a way of going beyond simply removing uncivil or intolerant speech and moving towards highligh-
ting particularly thoughtful content that adds significantly to the reader experience. In the case of featured 
comments, which are displayed separately or more prominently than the rest of the posts, the publisher’s 
choice signifies a recommendation that the posting is worthy of reading, if not necessarily an endorsement 
of the view it expresses.

From our sample, 12 outlets highlight certain comments or commenters in order to build loyalty and encourage 
insightful discussions.16  

SUPER USERS AND HIGHLIGHTED COMMENTS
The Guardian occasionally uses a form of “featured comments“ that are displayed prominently below the line 
of the article and above the rest of the comment thread, labeled with “Guardian picks“. They are chosen by 
the editors and, according to the website, if a comment has a great number of “recommend“ votes from other 
readers, it can help it become featured. (The Guardian 2009) 

The New York Times comment section contains three panels, one displaying comments chronologically, the 
second ranking comments by the number of times they were “recommended“ by readers and the third dis-
playing only “NYT Picks“. These comments “represent a range of views and are judged the most interesting 
and thoughtful.“ The NYT Picks can include reactions that disagree with each other or with the content of the 
article. According to the publication, sometimes the Picks also highlight “comments from a particular region, 
or readers with first-hand knowledge of an issue.“ (New York Times) In addition to featured comments, the 
New York Times also has “Verified Commenters,“ whose names are marked with a green check mark when 
they post. While most comments are pre-screened, those belonging to these trusted users appear automati-
cally. “Verified status is earned based on a history of quality comments,“ as stipulated in the Frequently Asked 
Questions section.

The Gawker Media outlets again have a unique approach to user-generated content, as they do to user auten-
tication through the Kinja system. The publisher considers every user to be a potential “blogger“ and every 
“blogger“ (i.e. writer for Gawker media) to be a “Kinja user“ -- as evidenced by the “leaderboard“ of “Top 
Kinja Users,“ who happen to all be writers for Gawker media.17 Thus, the creation of a Kinja username leads 
to the creation of a profile page that contains all the posts that a commenter or journalist has ever authored. 
Users can choose to post only in the comment section but they can also create their own “articles,“ share ot-
hers’ articles or follow certain users to see the content they generate. Blog posts by commenters can be and 
have been shared by the main sites that are part of Gawker media.

16 UK: the Guardian, Nottingham Post, The Sun, Financial Times; US: The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, 
the Washington Post, Gawker.com; France: Le Figaro; Romania: Adevarul, Republica; Hungary: 444.hu.

17 https://kinja.com/stats/leaderboard
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18 Adevarul. “Intrebari frecvente”. http://adevarul.ro/intrebari-frecvente/ (accessed 28 December 2015).

HIGHLIGHTING COMMENTS AND USERS IN ROMANIA
From our sample, only two Romanian websites choose to highlight certain comments or commenters.

Republica

The recently created political and public affairs commentary website Republica urges readers to comment, 
stating that they are “discussion partner[s]“ whose quality contributions can be featured as articles.

Adevarul

Adevarul generates profile pages for its commenters, storing their comment history, the number of “friends,“ 
“fans“ and “favorites“ the users have on the platform. Based on the user history, the publication awards 
badges which are partially based on how prolific and appreciated by the community the user is.  According 
to the Frequently Asked Questions page, the first two levels seem to be awarded automatically, without an 
editorial decision. A user gets the “Super Commenter“ badge if he has a significant number of comments, has 
subscribed to the Adevarul newsletter and has a number of friends and fans that is “far above the average.“ In 
addition to getting a badge next to their name, Super Commenters are said to be able to participate in “dedi-
cated competitions.“ The next level up is “Ambassador,“ who, in addition to what the Super Commenter does, 
also logs into the comment system via Facebook and shares the articles on social networks. The Ambassador 
ostensibly gets to participate in raffles for invitations to press conferences or various concerts and shows. The 
highest level is awarded by the “Adevarul Team“ and requires a great number of fans and comments that are 
recommended by other users.  Additionally, “[y]ou are an ‘Opinion leader’ if [...] your comment brings addi-
tional information and you are a discussion-opener.’“ Opinion leaders are also promised occasional prizes or 
invitations and have their comments featured above all the other posts in the comment section. Spamming 
and trolling, repeated aggressive language and having one’s comments repeatedly flagged by other users can 
lead to the loss of any of these three badges.18 

RECOMMENDING AND RANKING COMMENTS
A final way to encourage civil and insightful commenting is allowing readers to recommend or “like“ posts. 
Generally, comment systems that enable upvoting in some form or another allow it for all readers, whether 
they are logged in or not, which can be a way of ensuring that every reader gets a “say,“ not just those who go 
through the trouble of creating an account. In all, 36 of the websites we looked at enable both recommending 
comments and ranking them by “most liked“. 
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1. TIMING AND MOTIVATION
The commenting rules were published on gsp.ro and tolo.ro on 28 September 2015, after approximately six 
months from the start of the moderation process. 

The reasoning behind this date of publication was two-fold. First, this date corresponded with the introduction 
of a new phase in moderation experimentation: the introduction of the preview experiment and a post-mode-
ration message, published under every moderated comment, stipulating that “This comment was moderated 
because it does not abide by the rules of the website.“ According to the preview experiment, starting with 
September 28, a random sample of comments were subjected to a preview message warning the user that if 
the comment does not abide by the rules, it can be moderated. The user had the opportunity to review and/or 
edit the comment or publish it as it was drafted. Consequently, users were now both randomly warned about 
the possibility of moderation and also exposed to a marker indicating that the comments were moderated 
whenever they broke the rules. It was therefore necessary to insure that everyone has a chance to check the 
rules before they comment. We therefore published them and also designed a comment box that requires 
everybody to check a button saying “I agree with the rules of the website“ before they can hit “publish“ on 
any comment.

Second, after months of research, as well as moderation and deliberation among the research and the mo-
derators’ team, we felt we had reached a point where we could and should draft a set of appropriate rules 
that reflected our moderation practice. This would not have been possible at the beginning of the moderation 
experiment, not without constantly editing and adding to the comment policy. Beyond a necessary step to in-
sure transparency and help explain why certain comments are moderated, we also considered the publication 
of rules in itself a method of engendering democratic and tolerance norms and contributing to the experiment. 

2. SOURCES OF INSPIRATION
Three main sources that contributed to the genesis of the commenting rules: 

1) the principles and research outcomes of the other dimensions of the Less Hate, More Speech project, mainly 
the literature review and the development of a codebook for the manual content analysis of comments;  

2) the ongoing moderation experiment, in particular the observation of the comments by the moderators and 
the researchers, the discussions with moderators on moderation challenges and patterns of comments and 
user behavior and the gradual development of moderation policies; and 

3) the terms, conditions and commenting policies of other websites, in several countries.

The knowledge garnered through the review of the literature on prejudice and anti-democratic attitudes, 
their manifestations, the mechanisms behind them and their determinants, as well as documentation on 
legislation and legal precedents on discrimination, hate speech and legal responsibility for online comments, 
undergird the moderation policies we have gradually defined. In order to go beyond moderating what both 
the moderators and the researchers found to be blatantly hateful or violent and to also minimize the possibi-
lity of arbitrary or excessive moderation, wherever necessary we relied on arguments and sources from the 
literature on prejudice, on content analysis and the legislation in the field. The process of defining moderation 
instructions ran parallel to that of reshaping and refining the codebook for the content analysis. As a result, 
the categories found in the codebook are largely reflected in the moderation procedures.  Some of the content 
that is coded as uncivil but is not violent, dehumanizing, threatening, highly vulgar or, most importantly, ha-
teful or intolerant on criteria such as race, nationality or other group identity features, is considered within 
the remit of freedom of expression. The commenting rules, in turn, reflect the moderation procedures but are 
significantly simplified.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE TERMS AND  
CONDITIONS FOR GSP.RO AND TOLO.RO IN 
THE LESS HATE, MORE SPEECH PROJECT
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helped define the type of comments that should not be allowed and the type of comments that, even if they 
may have a root in anti-democratic or intolerant attitudes, must be allowed on grounds of free speech. 

Diagnosing outright hate speech or incitement to violence was easy.19 Drawing the line between the legitimate 
expression of opinions, even unpleasant ones that we can trace back to racism or sexism, for instance, and the 
moderation-worthy expression of discriminatory attitudes was and remains one of the greatest moderation 
challenges. Symbolic prejudice and or resentment are difficult to conceptualize and measure even in the study 
of attitudes and public opinion.20 Yet the burden of proof for moderation, which the commenter perceives as 
censorship, is even higher. The most difficult cases are those where one picks up on implicit prejudice but the 
speech is not so aggressive or explicit as to be moderated without a doubt. However, over time, drawing from 
the literature, the content analysis process and our own moderation discussions we were able to better define 
some of the traits or patterns of speech we cannot condone on the Less Hate, More Speech websites, which 
are detailed in the explanation for the commenting rules (in particular rule 8). As a general rule, then, we have 
established that simply voicing disapproval or resentment towards a group should not warrant moderation. 
We also instruct moderators not to read the mind of the commenter but to read exactly what is said and draw 
conclusions based only on that. The evidence has to be conclusive that through the comment, the user is 
denigrating the group, identifying them as a worthy target for the denial of rights or discrimination, calling for 
domination or otherwise inciting hatred or violence or using banned slurs. The result is that comments that 
may be rooted in prejudice and even coded as such in the codebook may not always be moderated. 

Finally, before the commenting rules were drawn up, the team collected, analyzed and synthesized the types 
of rules and warnings found on the websites of foreign outlets that host comment sections. This documen-
tation helped confirm some of the types of guidelines we intended to put in place and, on the other hand, 
signaled the need to introduce additional explanations or caveats. 

3. WHAT THE RULES CONTAIN AND WHY
Authentication

Rule 4

4. We recommend that when you create your user ID you use an email address that you regularly check. You 
may be contacted by our team.
Part of the online experiment with comments will be to reach out to some users and involve them in expe-
riments or focus groups to go more in depth with the research about the determinants of their behavior and 
the possible avenues for promoting civility and tolerance norms.

Currently GSP users who do not login through Facebook must register on the IDunic platform, using a valid 
email address. To confirm registration they must log into their email and click a standard confirmation link. 
While this guarantees that at the moment of registration the email address exists, it does not guarantee that 
this is an email the user retains or accesses regularly. Commenters who post on tolo.ro, moreover, need not 
register beforehand. They can simply submit an email address and a name in the appropriate box and post 
their message immediately.

We hope that the introduction of this guideline will encourage people to use their regular email to comment 
on both sites, in addition to serving as a warning that they may be contacted.

19 Definitions of hate speech, including in international or national law, vary. Most definitions, however, share the 
same backbone: they recognize that such speech negates the equal rights and dignity of all humans and that it 
also advocates or incites to hatred, violence and/or discrimination of individuals or groups on the basis of their 
belonging to certain groups or presenting certain attributes (such as race, nationality or religion). Article 20(2) 
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political rights requires all signatory states to ban hate speech: “Any 
advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence 
shall be prohibited by law.” For a good starting point, see: Article 19, “What we do: hate speech,” at: https://
www.article19.org/pages/en/hate-speech-more.html (Accessed 2 September 2015).

20 See Sniderman Paul M., Piazza Thomas. (1993). The scar of race. Harvard University Press or Mendelberg Tali. 
(2001). The Race Card: Campaign Strategy, Implicit Messages, and the Norm of Equality. Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press.
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Rules against hateful or discriminatory speech 

Rule 7

7. A free space is a safe space. Hate speech and incitement to violence will not be tolerated.

If a reader feels unwelcome or becomes a target due to traits like gender, the color of the skin or the socio-
economic status, he/she will likely not feel comfortable joining the discussion. His/her free speech is therefore 
curtailed. To contribute to a fun and interesting exchange of ideas, one must feel that one will not be shouted 
down or harassed. This rule promises a zero-tolerance policy with regard to hate speech and incitement to 
violence, as well as explaining once again, as we did in the motivation for the “rules of the game,“ that free 
speech is not really a feasible proposition if a certain space is made “unsafe“ for those who would speak.

While we do not specifically code “hate speech“ as such in the codebook for the content analysis of comments 
or in the online comment management system (because it is better covered by more specific categories), we 
do code incitement to violence in the codebook and have a tag for incitement to violence in the system. Furt-
hermore, as both incitement to hatred and incitement to violence are actually illegal under Romanian law and 
as many other publications specifically ban these in their comment policies, we feel we are in fact obligated 
to stipulate this in the commenting rules.

Rule 8

8. We discourage the spread of intolerance. We will not allow the victimization or denigration of persons 
or groups based on criteria that include, but are not limited to: race or ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, 
country or region of origin, religion, diseases or disabilities, socio-economic status. This can include, among 
others: demeaning epithets, statements that dehumanize, that incite to discrimination or proclaim the infe-
riority of a group or of a person, based on their belonging to a group that is defined by the above-mentioned 
criteria or other criteria.

This guideline goes beyond the idea of banning or moderating that which even a court of law would qualify 
as incitement to violence or hatred. From the beginning of the moderation experiment, in accordance with 
the research objectives of the Less Hate, More Speech project, we have set out to see if we can instate norms 
against intolerance and incivility, not just speech that is threatening or qualifies as hate speech and is, there-
fore, illegal.

“We discourage the spread of intolerance“ is meant to communicate that we take the liberty to manage the 
comment section according to certain norms and values. The emphasis is not on the expression of intolerance 
but rather on its spread because any suggestion that opinions are “censored“ is met with enormous resistan-
ce. The message is not that we want to change “hearts and minds,“ but rather that we take responsibility for 
the environment we “curate“ in the comment section. This responsibility means that we cannot allow that 
the website be seen as condoning or serving as a medium for the spread of intolerance, by hosting intolerant 
discourse.

The use of the words “victimization and denigration“ in terms of what we do not allow echoes similar language 
in other commenting policies, where verbs such as “disparage“ are used to reflect that what is banned is not 
criticism, but rather, putting a person or a group in a position of inferiority, therefore coming up against norms 
of equality. It also means to emphasize that the commenter is not compelled to like or voice appreciation of a 
person or group. He/she can be critical or skeptical but must do it in a civil and plausibly non-offensive manner.

The explanatory phrases “demeaning epithets, statements that dehumanize, that incite to discrimination or 
proclaim the inferiority of a group or of a person“ exemplify the type of victimization and denigration of pe-
ople that are not allowed, so as to give the reader a better idea of what we deem to be comments that are 
worthy of moderation. 

The list is not exhaustive but it reflects some of the main types of discriminatory or prejudiced speech that 
we have come up against in months of discussions of specific comments as part of the meetings between the 
team of researchers and moderators. Over these meetings we have gradually better pinpointed and defined 
exactly what type of intolerant speech crosses the line and how we can best diagnose it to minimize mode-
rator subjectivity and reflect the nature of intolerance found in the comment section. 
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VE   Slurs are described as demeaning epithets in the rules because there is no perfect word for this term in 
Romanian, and they are one of the phenomena that are both diagnosed in the codebook for the content 
analysis of comments and clearly agreed to be moderated. 

   Dehumanization (of the Roma or of black persons, for instance) is also featured both in the codebook 
and in the instructions moderators receive for how to approach comments. 

   Incitement to discrimination, in the form of comments that propose denying basic rights to certain peo-
ple or groups, is also reflected both in the codebook and in instructions to the moderators. 

   The same goes for “inferiority,“ in the form of statements that paint certain groups or people who belong 
to those groups as inherently inferior to others (inherently less intelligent - for racial groups for instan-
ce, inherently abnormal or sick for LGBT people, etc). All of these phenomena are widely recognized as 
features of prejudice, they are against the democratic norms we attempt to promote in the comment 
section, and they are also discouraged in other commenting policies.

Thus, rule 8 enumerates some criteria based on which groups of people or individuals are discriminated 
against or disparaged. Some of these criteria, such as gender, race, national origin, sexual orientation or disa-
bility are very frequently featured in comment policies. Racism, for instance, is expressly banned by 36 of the 
54 sites with terms and conditions that we looked at. Gender-based discrimination is mentioned in 18 cases 
and homophobia in 23. For more details, see the sub-section on tolerance norms in the previous part of this 
report. Other criteria, such as socio-economic status, appear in few comment policies (in our sample, it appe-
ars that only the Washington Post and 24.hu mention class or socio-economic status). Region is a criterion we 
added based on our moderation experiment, which revealed that Romanians in the comment section can be 
quite prone to insulting each other not just based on income or education level but also on regional grounds. 
At any rate, commenting policies generally stipulate that discriminatory language in general or intolerant lan-
guage based on other criteria, not listed, is banned; our rules do the same. In our sample, 46 out of 54 sites 
made some mention of banning hateful or discriminatory speech. Only 11 of the subset of 16 Romanian sites 
that had commenting terms and conditions did this, though (in total, we looked at 26 Romanian outlets, but 
only 16 had commenting rules).

Any comments that are moderated due to breaking this rule are coded in the comment management system 
by the use of tags applied by the moderators, according to the type of group that the comment targets (ra-
ce-based, nationality-based, gender-based, etc). The list of tags is not exhaustive but it does cover the main 
types of targets we have found in the comment section. If no tag applies the moderators are instructed to 
moderate the comment without using a tag.

Civility rules

Rules 2 and 5

2. Usernames that are vulgar or offensive can lead to temporary or permanent banning or the deletion of 
comments. The same goes for profile pictures.

5. Use civil language. Explicit words and expressions can be moderated, even if you use numbers, symbols, 
punctuation marks etc in the comment. 

Rule 5 is a pretty straight-forward rule against vulgarity, which is a standard feature of comment policies. It 
is mentioned in 42 of the 54 commenting policies we analyzed. Vulgarity also has a corresponding tag in the 
comment-moderation system, in addition to being included in the online comment content analysis codebook.
Content analysis, as well as discussion of the comments with the moderation team, has revealed that vulga-
rity is one of the most frequently cited causes for moderation and a fairly pernicious problem in the comment 
section, with users attempting to bypass the automated moderation of certain words by inserting symbols 
among the letters. 

The inclusion of this rule is meant to indicate that vulgarity will definitely be detected and can be moderated. 
While we allow some room for playfulness, we do not permit serious vulgarity or insults, as it helps maintain 
civil discourse in the comment section (with the use of profanity usually being combined with personal at-
tacks or offensive remarks).
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Rule 2 applies the same principle to usernames or user photos. The moderator team reported and we con-
firmed that occasionally users choose names or photos that are obscene or offensive in order to antagonize 
other users. 

Rule 6

6. Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. If a message contains things you would not tell 
someone to their face or you would not like to hear from someone else, it is a sign you probably should not 
post it.

We used a regular Romanian expression (without Biblical connotations) for this appeal. This is a type of frame 
we also have employed in online experiments, meant to shift the users’ perspective by having them think 
about a face-to-face conversation, rather than one mediated by a screen, in order to help make the person on 
the other end more real. We also ask them to consider how they would like to be addressed to attempt to in-
troduce some empathy for the other users. The purpose is to discourage personal attacks as well as profanity.

Rule 9

9. We debate and combat, we do not attack gratuitously. We like debates and we do not mind critical or 
ironic comments. Still, harsh personal attacks, attempts to intimidate, threats or harassment of users or 
other persons (such as article authors, public personalities etc.) create a toxic environment. Such comments 
expose you to the risk of moderation, deletion or banning.

Many comment policies specifically address harassment (24 in our sample), intimidation, threats (27) or per-
sonal attacks (28). Our experience observing the comment section and discussing comments with the mode-
rators indicates that aggressive comments tend to create a snowball effect, wherein they draw further uncivil 
comments and detract from the quality of the discussion and of the user experience. Though users sometimes 
complain about uncivil users or trolls, dismiss those users verbally or even appeal to the moderators to step 
in, many engage with those who attack them, draw others in and perpetuate the cycle of aggression. We also 
found that public personalities and authors from the website can be the target of highly uncivil comments and 
even threats. 

As far as insults or name-calling go, 26 out of 54 commenting policies we looked at expressly banned them. 
The Romanian subset had a slightly different approach, with only 3 out of 16 commenting terms and condi-
tions making a reference to this specific problem (Realitatea, Mediafax and Cancan).

The gsp.ro and tolo.ro moderation policy on negative, insulting, mocking or derogatory comments about in-
dividuals or groups that are not specifically targeted for their group identity (see rules on prejudice and hate 
speech) underwent a careful and long process of calibration. The moderation experiment as part of the Less 
Hate, More Speech project attempts to introduce norms against intolerance, anti-democratic speech and in-
civility. Arguably, any mockery of other users or any insulting remarks or name-calling constitutes incivility. 
Name-calling, vulgarity and sarcasm or irony are all coded separately in the codebook for the manual content 
analysis of comments, but they only constitute the first, least virulent, level of the scale of incivility and intole-
rance. The top priority in moderation has been experimenting with how to cut back on hate speech, intoleran-
ce and serious instances of incivility. In other words, we set out to teach the users that “not everything goes“ 
by introducing rules, moderating comments and creating a safer and more civil environment. We did not set 
out to sanitize the comment section to the extent that “nothing goes“. Finding the right balance between free 
speech and maintaining a safe and welcoming comment section is a very difficult, constant process.

With regard to insults, name-calling and dismissive comments, the months-long process of defining what 
crosses the line led to the policy of allowing certain types of comments, even if the target may find them 
upsetting. For example, we allow users to make quite harsh criticisms, such as comments that mock the 
moderators or the author (“communist censors,“ “incompetent fraud“). We also permit insults like “idiot“ or 
“jerk“ directed at other users, journalists or third parties. Moderating all comments that are dismissive of other 
persons would be onerous for the moderation team as well as antagonizing for the users. We do not, howe-
ver, allow such comments if they are dehumanizing, threatening or harassing, highly vulgar or if they break 
any other rules, nor do we allow the repetitive posting of such messages, with the intent to irritate.

Moreover, insults are moderated if they exhibit intolerance by demeaning the target based on the group 
identity that they attribute to themselves or that is attributed to them. For example, we moderate the use of 
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VElabels such as “peasant“ or “garbage collector“ to insult others, since such speech is not only impolite but also 
offensive and intolerant on socio-economic grounds. The same principle applies to using “gay“ or “retard“ as 
an insult or any other kind of put-down based on group identity criteria that are covered by rule 8 against 
intolerance. Slurs or dismissive remarks that use race, socio-economic status, health status or sexual orienta-
tion, national or regional origin as ammunition are numerous and unilaterally moderated. Discouraging such 
comments is fully consistent both with the rules against intolerance in the comment policy and with the Less 
Hate, More Speech objectives of introducing norms against intolerant and anti-democratic discourse. 

The type of name-calling and insults that we moderate is also tagged under the tag “vulgar or offensive lan-
guage“ in the comment moderation system.

Rules 1, 10 and 12

1. To give everyone the chance to express themselves and prevent one or several people from hijacking 
the discussion, we promote the principle “one person, one voice“. We recommend that you post through a 
single user ID. If you post comments from several profiles, you may be temporarily or permanently banned 
or your comments may be deleted.

10. If you troll, you can be banned. Users that repeatedly post abusive content, using vulgar and/or aggres-
sive language, which seems designed to inflame, take on the risk that their comments will be moderated or 
deleted and their ID can be temporarily or permanently banned.

12. Express yourselves, but leave room for others too. Please do not post the same comment several times. 
Even if the message does not break the rules, publishing it repeatedly can trigger deletion or even the tem-
porary or permanent banning of the user. Changing a word or some words without significantly altering the 
content of the message does not guarantee that it will be published more than once or twice.

Most comment policies specifically warn against abusive, vulgar and aggressive content but do not reference 
the trolling-type behavior of posting the same comment repeatedly. Only 18 cases in our sample did this. We 
addressed this type of problem head on in the commenting rules because it was signaled by the moderation 
team and by journalists as a recurrent issue. Some persons repeatedly post the same abusive comments to 
harass the moderators or annoy the other users. Others post the same comment over and over again (even 
under different articles) merely to make a point. Journalistic investigations have also revealed that, in the 
past, politicians have hired teams of commenters to flood comment sections with pre-designed comments 
attacking or promoting certain personalities (sometimes even libelous or highly offensive comments).21

As the moderator team reported, and we confirmed by looking at the comment database, sometimes the 
same comment comes from various users, sometimes it is one user posting the same comment over and over 
again during a short period of time (a blitz of comments).

It is difficult for us to identify whether we are facing one commenter who is posting from several IDs or se-
veral coordinated commenters. IP identification is not reliable because people may use software that cons-
tantly generates different IPs. Conversely, blocking one IP could lead to multiple users being banned if they 
share a network. For these reasons, as well as the fact that banned users can always create new user IDs, 
banning is a “nuclear option“ we prefer to refrain from using as long as possible but we have nevertheless 
stipulated that posting from several different user IDs is not condoned. Going forward, it is important for the 
“Less Hate, More Speech“ project to work on engaging the user community as much as possible before ap-
plying punitive measures.

21 For details on networks of “postaci” (party-hired political commenters), see: Tolontan, C. (2015). “Procurorii 
au găsit texte antisemite și homofobe date postacilor lui Udrea ca să le împrăștie.” tolo.ro http://www.tolo.
ro/2015/10/19/procurorii-au-gasit-texte-antisemite-si-homofobe-date-postacilor-lui-udrea-ca-sa-le-imprastie/ 
(accessed 20 October 2015). See also Ursulean, V. (2009). “Rețeaua postacilor de partid.” Casa Jurnalistului  
http://vlad.casajurnalistului.ro/reteaua-postacilor-de-partid (accessed 27 August 2015).
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Even if the identical messages are not coming from a paid commenter or a troll, it is important that we prevent 
one or two people from hijacking the comment section. Letting others speak and giving every person one voi-
ce (and one voice only) is fundamental to fostering civility and democratic norms in the comment section, so 
we have enforced the policy of deleting all comments that appear more than once (while leaving the original).

Legal liability rules

Rule 15

15. It is important to us that you can express your opinions and share information. We nevertheless en-
courage you to use your judgment when commenting and not make accusations that you cannot support. 
Comments containing serious accusations that are not proven as true and for which there are no reasonable 
grounds indicating they may be true can be moderated.

The problem of libel and defamation in the comments is one that we did not initially anticipate we would have 
to tackle. From the beginning of the Less Hate, More Speech moderation experiment, however, comments 
containing accusations of illegal or immoral acts by public personalities (from sports figures to politicians or 
journalists) consistently came up in the meetings between the moderators and the researchers. 

While we were working on a policy with regard to potentially defamatory comments, the European Court 
of Human Rights made an important, precedent-setting ruling. The case was triggered by a defamation suit 
against an Estonian online news website, which had failed to immediately take down defamatory comments 
about an Estonian businessman. The Estonian publisher had been managing comments through an automatic 
system, as well as with the help of users flagging comments (after the trial it introduced more heavy manual 
moderation). The website had published an article on a transportation business, an article that was deemed 
objective and factual by the court. Some of the comments about its owner, however, were highly aggressive 
and defamatory. After the businessman notified the website, the comments were deleted, but by that time 
they had already been up for several weeks. He subsequently sued the website for damages, and the case 
went all the way up to the Estonian Supreme Court, which awarded modest damages to the plaintiff. The pu-
blisher appealed to the ECHR, but the European Court upheld the Estonian ruling and concluded that an online 
publisher is legally responsible for the content of the online comments it hosts.22 Organizations like Article 19, 
as well as certain publishers, expressed their concerns about the precedents set by this decision, which risks 
forcing websites to close their comment sections if they lack the resources to check all comments.23 In fact, 
some websites, like the Bulgarian portal e-vestnik, have already given up comments.

A later ECHR ruling, however, offers some nuance regarding the Delfi AS v. Estonia ruling. In MTE and Index.
hu versus Hungary, the ECHR rejected a decision by a Hungarian court to award damages in a case that had 
started from comments deemed insulting and damaging for someone’s reputation, without qualifying as hate 
speech. In this case, the ECHR explained that while the comments in question were truly offensive and vulgar, 
the websites could not be asked to delete them: “It is true that, in cases where third-party user comments 
take the form of hate speech and direct threats to the physical integrity of individuals, the rights and interests 
of others and of the society as a whole might entitle Contracting States to impose liability on Internet news 
portals if they failed to take measures to remove clearly unlawful comments without delay, even without 
notice from the alleged victim or from third parties (see Delfi AS, cited above, § 159). However, the present 
case did not involve such utterances.“24 

22 European Court of Human Rights. (2015). “ Grand Chamber, CASE OF DELFI AS v. ESTONIA, (Application no. 
64569/09) Judgment.”Available at: http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx#{%22appno%22:[%
2264569/09%22],%22itemid%22:[%22001-155105%22]} (accessed 15 December 2015).

23 Article 19. (2015). “European Court strikes serious blow to free speech online.” https://www.article19.org/
resources.php/resource/37287/en/european-court-strikes-serious-blow-to-free-speech-online (accessed 20 
August 2015).

24 European Court of Human Rights. (2016). “Grand Chamber, CASE OF MAGYAR TARTALOMSZOLGÁLTATÓK 
EGYESÜLETE AND INDEX.HU ZRT v. HUNGARY, (Application no. 22947/13) JUDGMENT.” Available at: http://hudoc.
echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-160314#{“itemid”:[“001-160314”]} (accessed 2 February 2016).
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25 Article 72 of the new Civil Code: 1) Any person has the right to the respect of their private life. 2) No one can be 
subjected to any involvement in their intimate, personal or family life, nor their home, residence or correspon-
dence, without their consent or without respecting the limits stipulated under article 75. (NB: article 75 refers to 
freedom of speech and other liberties, see below.) The new Civil Code was adopted through law no. 287/2009 
and republished through article 218 of law no. 71/2011. It is available at: http://legislatie.just.ro/Public/Detali-
iDocument/109884 (accessed 20 December 2015).

26 Article 75 of the new Civil Code. http://legislatie.just.ro/Public/DetaliiDocument/109884 (accessed 20 December 
2015).

27 National Council for Combating Discrimination (CNCD). (2012). “Raport de activitate - 2012” http://www.cncd.org.
ro/files/file/Raport%20de%20activitate%20CNCD%202012.pdf (accessed 2 September 2015).

28 Article 225 of the old Romanian Penal Code, adopted through law no. 301 from din 28 June 2004 available at: 
http://legislatie.just.ro/Public/DetaliiDocumentAfis/53394. This stipulation was annulled through the adoption of 
the current Penal Code in 2009.

In Romania, libel is no longer a criminal act, but the law does guarantee the “right to dignity,“25 while also lea-
ving room for “exercising rights and liberties guaranteed in the Constitution in good faith“.26 There have been 
recent cases of persons seeking and receiving court-mandated compensation from publishers for “damage 
to [their] honor and reputation,“ including for user-generated content. In 2011, journalist Ion Cristoiu sued the 
newspaper Cotidianul and its owners over insulting, vulgar comments about him, arguing that the comments 
damaged his reputation and that he wanted to set a legal precedent. (Enache 2011) In 2012, the District 1 Court 
in Bucharest awarded Cristoiu 1,000 RON in damages (plus court costs). (Cristoiu 2015) Also in 2012, Jurnalul 
Național, one of the websites we looked at in our analysis of terms and conditions, came close to receiving 
a fine from the National Council for Combatting Discrimination (CNCD) based on racist anti-Roma comments 
found below one of its articles. The plaintiff who referred the issue to CNCD stated that he/she found it “dis-
criminatory that comments are not filtered.“ The CNCD sided with the plaintiff, declared the comments discri-
minatory and gave Jurnalul National a warning.27  

Public commentary about sports and about many figures being such as it is (rife with speculation, innuendo 
and very harsh criticism), we could not moderate everything that one might possibly sue the publisher for. In 
agreement with the chief editor and the digital editor, we resolved to moderate only comments that contain 
specific and very serious accusations that are not backed up by evidence, against a clearly identified person 
or group of persons (usually accusations of an illegal act, which if true would imply a penal case). We make 
allowances for situations where the user can reasonably be expected to make the statement (if the newspa-
per wrote about that specific situation or it has been widely covered in the press).  In this, we used as inspira-
tion the previous legislation on libel (now repealed), which defined libel as stating that someone committed 
an act which, if true, would expose that person to penal, administrative or disciplinary sanctions or to public 
opprobrium.28 The law also contained an exception for deeds that were proven true or deeds that one might 
reasonably think are true. We therefore instruct users in the comments to not make accusations that they 
cannot back up or that cannot reasonably be made with the available information. We do not moderate all in-
sulting comments about a public personality and we also try to maintain room for the natural speculation that 
occurs in sports talk. Subtle hints for journalists to look into certain matters, if they are not specific accusations 
against a person that would have clear grounds for a lawsuit, are not moderated.

Rules 3, 13 and 14

3. Please do not use the names or images of other persons (for instance sportsmen or women, public perso-
nalities, et. al.) in your username or user photo. Failing to abide by this rule can lead to banning or deletion 
of comments.

13. Comments must abide by the law, including legislation on intellectual property. Inciting illegal acts is not 
allowed either.

14. Please do not post personal information about others (users and not just users) and do not collect or 
save information about the other users. To protect the right to a private life, we can apply measures like 
moderation and banning. We also recommend that you do not post personal information about yourselves.
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Rules 13 and 14 echo standard warnings contained in all website terms and conditions or commenting poli-
cies. Some online publishers ban the collection and storage of information about other users (only nine in our 
sample appeared to do this). Virtually all of them caution against intellectual property theft, including posting 
content that is not your property in the comment section (at least 36 in our sample expressly mentioned not 
posting content that violates copyright law). 

The matter of posting personal information about oneself or others also came up during moderation meetings 
because some commenters were using personal information as ammunition to attack other users (such as 
revealing that a user is in a wheelchair and calling him handicapped, frustrated and mentally unstable as a 
result). This experience motivated us to both caution against posting personal information and emphasize 
that revealing personal information about others, even if not in the context of a derogatory comment, is not 
allowed because it could be used by readers to attack people (online or even in real life).

With regard to user photos and names, much like in the case of profane or offensive usernames and profile 
pictures, it was reported by the moderators that some users choose nicknames or photos of real persons, usu-
ally public personalities. Although it is unlikely that anyone could successfully impersonate a real person, such 
behavior is not in line with norms of civility and respect for the private life of others and it could, conceivably, 
expose the publisher to legal liability issues. This rule is not enforced yet, for the same reasons that we do not 
currently ban users for other offenses either. 

Banning was used in the pre-moderation period and the positive effects are not visible in our content analysis. 
We appreciate that banning is a very serious and radical measure, which can be potentially counter-producti-
ve if not used carefully and following very specific mechanisms that are clearly explained to users. Doing this 
has not been a priority for the moderation experiment so far. Banning would either remove someone from the 
experimental pool or lead them to create a new user profile, which would be hard to trace back to the original 
user. Either way, it would prevent us from looking at his/her behaviour over time. 

Rules 16 -18 on moderation and data collection and usage

16. We reserve the right to temporarily or permanently ban a user that seriously and/or repeatedly breaks 
the community rules.

17. By posting a comment, you commit to respecting the rules that we established on this page. If not, your 
comments can be moderated (by eliminating inappropriate words/phrases, with *** or through other met-
hods) or deleted. Please keep in mind that these rules can be updated and consult them periodically.

18. By filling out the personal data for logging into this website, you are agreeing that your personal data be 
stored and processed by the owner of the website and that you receive in the future information about us, 
offers, promotions, ads and direct marketing. By publishing this comment, you are giving us permission to 
use its content and the accompanying information. Thus, you give the owners of the website an irreversible, 
permanent, global and sub-licenseable license to retain, store, reproduce, translate, modify, delete, publish, 
distribute, create derivative products from this information, in any form, through any medium or existing 
technology or technology that will be developed in the future.

Inspired by terms and conditions found on virtually all websites, we warn the commenters not only that their 
comments can be moderated or their ID banned, but also that any information they share with the publisher 
may be used, in particular the content of their comments, which can be modified, republished, used for other 
purposes (like research) etc.
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A ban on negative comments about the publisher or authors

Few websites reference the matter of comments on the publisher or authors in their comment policies. While 
moderating all negative comments about the website would certainly prevent free speech and be a step too 
far, the question of what to do with very harsh comments that call writers idiots or those that accuse the 
publication of being politically affiliated has come up. We see no grounds for treating comments about the 
publisher any differently than comments about other users or persons. As long as the comment does not 
dehumanize, is not threatening, intolerant, vulgar, demeaning or libelous, it will not be moderated.

A ban on off-topic comments

Some publishers specifically discourage off-topic comments in their terms and conditions. In our sample of 54 
websites that had user generated content terms and conditions, we found 21 that cautioned against posting 
comments unrelated to the article above. Only 2 out of 16 Romanian websites did this, though. Off-topic con-
versations need not be uncivil or intolerant, and they are not inherently harmful to the quality of the debate 
in the comment section. On the contrary, it could be argued that users spending time with each other and dis-
cussing all manner of issues (from politics to the latest movies) helps them bond and feel comfortable in the 
comment section. Moreover, introducing the standard that messages must be “on-topic“ could put significant 
strain on any moderator team, to the extent that they must read every article they moderate the comments 
for and make numerous judgment calls that have nothing to do with the already complicated task of iden-
tifying intolerant, anti-democratic or highly uncivil discourse.

A ban on posting links

Whether on-topic or off-topic, users sometimes share links - to other articles, to YouTube videos etc. Unless 
they are promotional and thus banned according to the rule against ads and spam, we do not forbid this. Mo-
derators must click on any link in the comment section and take a brief look at the material to try to ensure 
that it does not contain abusive content of any kind. Evidently sometimes they cannot take more than a cur-
sory look, especially if the link leads to a 20-minute YouTube documentary. Banning link-sharing would have 
been easier and was briefly discussed but we considered it to be excessive, given that most links are harmless 
and sharing links is part and parcel or regular Internet commenter bonding.
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In order to determine the most prevalent practices in comment-management, we set out to examine 76 web-
sites in five countries: the United Kingdom, the United States, France, Hungary and Romania. Eight of these did 
not host comment sections, however. From the 27 Romanian outlets we selected, one did not have comments 
(Ziarul Financiar, a financial and economic news daily). The full list of websites analyzed is available in Annex 1.

With the necessary caveats about unrepresentative and uneven sampling by country, our report nevertheless 
suggests that, while the majority of important news and sports websites in Romania host comments, the 
Romanian online landscape is comparatively under-regulated, as opposed to the approach we observed in 
the other countries we looked at. 

A greater proportion of websites in Romania allows near anonymity to users, at least in terms of what is pu-
blicly visible on the website. Commenters on these websites can post messages by submitting any nickname 
and email address, without having to confirm that the latter belongs to them. 

Terms, conditions and recommendations for user-generated comments are missing altogether in many cases. 
Where such terms are present, the stipulations are generally less detailed than in the case of foreign websi-
tes. They also tend to address hate speech, discrimination and incivility to a lesser extent, focusing more on 
problems such as spam, trolling and vulgarity. 

Finally, we found that only five out of 16 publishers that had terms and conditions for commenting made an 
overt commitment to pre-screen or post-moderate some or all of their comments (although it is possible that 
some other websites moderate but did not stipulate this clearly).

1.  COMMENT SECTION MANAGEMENT AND USER AUTHENTICATION
Only a minority of online outlets in our sample, in Romania and other countries alike, use the Facebook com-
ments plugin, Disqus or Livefyre - platforms that can function across a wide range of websites. Most opted for 
their own comment system or a standard Wordpress system. Romania is, however, somewhat of an outlier in 
terms of how much commenter anonymity its outlets allow.

In our overall sample, 48 out of 69 websites opted for their own comment management system, a standard 
Wordpress system or something else, as opposed to using platforms Disqus, Livefyre or the Facebook com-
ments plugin only. This was the most popular option in our country, too, followed by Disqus and the Facebook 
comments plugin alone (with 4 websites opting for the former and 4 for the latter). Only one site had Livefyre 
(Agerpres).

Most outlets we looked at (53 out of 69) obligated commenters to log in either through Facebook or another 
social network or to verify the email address they signed up with and create a username and password com-
bination (for Disqus, Livefyre or the websites’s own comment system). In Romania, 13 out of 26 sites allow 
the submission of comments without prior registration, just by filling out an (unverified) email address and a 
nickname.

2. REGULATION PREVALENCE AND PRIORITIES
Unlike in other countries, in Romania, terms, conditions and recommendations for user-generated content are 
missing altogether in many cases. Where such terms are present, the stipulations are generally less detailed 
than in the case of foreign websites.

Out of the 69 websites with comment sections, 54 had at least minimal rules for user-generated content. Of 
the 15 websites in our sample where we could not locate any user generated content terms and conditions or 
guidelines, 10 of them were in Romania. 

IV. COMMENT MANAGEMENT IN ROMANIA, IN 
CONTEXT - CONCLUSIONS
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reference to discriminatory or hateful speech in their terms. Five of them were Romanian: Antena 1, Jurnalul 
National, PROTV, NationalTV, Sport.ro.

Eleven out of 16 Romanian sites with user-generated content rules expressly banned vulgarity. Yet only six 
Romanian websites expressly forbid harassment or threats, only 3 mention name-calling or insults and 5 
forbid personal attacks. For several websites, we could not find any rules that qualified under the civility ca-
tegories we coded for (Gandul, Jurnalul National, PRO TV, National TV, Sport.ro).29 

3. MODERATION PRACTICES
With the Romanian outlets in our sample we also saw a smaller proportion that committed to comment mo-
deration, compared to the foreign websites we examined.

In Romania, we found only five websites that made a clear, written commitment to do some kind of modera-
tion: Adevarul, Evenimentul Zilei, Hotnews, Pagina de media and PRO TV.

Pagina de media pre-screens comments, and Adevarul and Hotnews state that they pre-screen all comments, 
in addition to reserving the right to remove content after publication. The PRO TV terms and conditions contain 
very little information about comments, but when a user posts a comment, he/she receives a message indi-
cating that messages are pre-moderated “in order to avoid spam“. On Evenimentul Zilei, comments submitted 
through the Facebook comments plugin appear immediately but can be moderated later, while the comments 
submitted through the EVZ comment system are pre-moderated.

***

As the report shows, although there are technical and legal limitations that any publisher faces, there is suf-
ficient room for every outlet to decide what the comment section must look like and where to draw the line 
in terms of unacceptable user behavior. The terms, conditions and practices developed in the Less Hate, More 
Speech project are neither among the most permissive nor among the most draconic. They strike the appro-
priate balance for the project and the publisher and resulted in some of the most detailed and clear guidelines 
for commenters that can be found online, in particular in the Romanian landscape.

Considering the comparative under-regulation of comment sections in Romania and even the general lack of 
resources Romanian publishers face, the sharing of knowledge and good practices in terms of user-generated 
content management in the Less Hate, More Speech project can add significant value to the Romanian online 
landscape. 

29 Personal attacks, insults or name-calling, threats or harassment or violation of the right to privacy.
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Country Name Has published Comment management Social network login
  rules regarding  system available (FB, Google+, 
  comments  Twitter etc)

United BBC yes Own/other comment yes 
Kingdom   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
United The Daily Mail yes Own/other comment yes 
Kingdom   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication) 
United The Guardian yes Own/other comment yes 
Kingdom   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
United The Mirror yes Own/other comment yes 
Kingdom   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
United Nottingham Post yes Own/other comment yes 
Kingdom   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
United The Scotsman yes Own/other comment yes 
Kingdom   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
United The Telegraph yes Disqus yes 
Kingdom
United The Sun yes Own/other comment no 
Kingdom   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
United The Times yes Own/other comment no 
Kingdom   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
United Financial Times yes Own/other comment no 
Kingdom   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
United The Independent yes Own/other comment yes 
Kingdom   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
United States New York Times yes Own/other comment yes 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
United States PBS (Newshour) yes Disqus yes
United States The Wall Street yes Own/other comment yes 
 Journal  system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)

ANNEX 1: TABLE: OUTLETS ANALYZED AND 
COMMENT MANAGEMENT BASICS
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Country Name Has published Comment management Social network login
  rules regarding  system available (FB, Google+, 
  comments  Twitter etc)

United States Washington Post yes Own/other comment yes 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
United States Fox News yes Livefyre yes
United States The Huffington yes Facebook authentication FB only 
 Post  only
United States Gawker yes Own/other comment yes 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
United States CNN yes Livefyre yes
United States MSNBC yes Own/other comment yes 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
France Le Monde yes Own/other comment no 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
France Le Figaro yes Own/other comment yes 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
France Liberation yes Own/other comment no 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
France Les Echos yes Disqus yes
France Le Parisien yes Own/other comment yes 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
France 20 minutes yes Own/other comment yes 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
France Ouest France yes Own/other comment no 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
France Humanite yes Own/other comment no 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
Romania Adevarul yes Own/other comment yes 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
Romania Agerpres yes Livefyre yes
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Country Name Has published Comment management Social network login
  rules regarding  system available (FB, Google+, 
  comments  Twitter etc)

 Romania Antena 1 yes Facebook authentication FB only 
   only
Romania Click no Disqus yes
Romania Digi24 no Facebook authentication FB only 
   only
Romania Dilema Veche yes Own/other comment no 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
Romania Evenimentul Zilei yes No registration necessary yes 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
Romania Gandul yes No registration necessary no 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
Romania HotNews yes Own/other comment yes 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
Romania Jurnalul National yes Facebook authentication FB only 
   only
Romania Libertatea yes Disqus yes
Romania Prima TV no No registration necessary no 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
Romania PRO TV yes No registration necessary no 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
Romania Realitatea yes No registration necessary yes 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
Romania Romania Libera no No registration necessary no 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
Romania Mediafax yes No registration necessary no 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
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Country Name Has published Comment management Social network login
  rules regarding  system available (FB, Google+, 
  comments  Twitter etc)

Romania National TV yes No registration necessary no 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
Romania Pagina de Media yes No registration necessary yes 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
Romania Republica no Own/other comment yes 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
Romania Contributors no No registration necessary yes 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
Romania Cancan yes No registration necessary no 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
Romania ProSport no Disqus yes
Romania Sport.ro yes No registration necessary no 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
Romania SpyNews no Facebook authentication FB only 
   only
Romania CriticAtac no Disqus yes
Romania  Stiri TVR no No registration necessary yes 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
Hungary 24.hu yes Facebook authentication FB only 
   only
Hungary 444 yes Disqus yes
Hungary 888.hu yes Disqus yes
Hungary atv.hu no Facebook authentication FB only 
   only
Hungary Blikk yes Own/other comment no 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
Hungary HVG yes Disqus yes
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Country Name Has published Comment management Social network login
  rules regarding  system available (FB, Google+, 
  comments  Twitter etc)

Hungary Index.hu yes Own/other comment yes 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
Hungary Magyar Idok no Facebook authentication FB only 
   only
Hungary Mandiner yes Own/other comment no 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
Hungary mno.hu yes Disqus yes
Hungary napi.hu yes Own/other comment no 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
Hungary Nepszabadsag no Own/other comment yes 
 Online  system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
Hungary ORIGO yes Own/other comment yes 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
Hungary RTL no No registration necessary no 
   (comment with a  
   nickname and email  
   address, no verification of  
   address)
Hungary TV2 yes Own/other comment no 
   system (website  
   username+password  
   authentication)
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VEANNEX 2: TABLE: VARIABLES USED FOR  
MANUAL CODING OF WEBSITE TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS

General Country
 Outlet name
 Has comment section
Registration/login methods  Facebook authentication only 
for commenting  Disqus comment system (Disqus or website username+password aut-

hentication)
  Lifefyre comment system (Livefyre or website username+password aut-

hentication)
  Own/other comment system (website username+password authenti-

cation)
 Social network login (FB, Google+, Twitter etc authentication)
  No registration necessary (comment with a nickname and email address, 

no verification of address)
  Authentication mandatory (via social network, via username and pass-

word combination or both)
Form of commenting rules No terms or rules for commenting
 Included on standard terms and conditions page
 Explained below the line
  Addressed in a separate page, apart from the standard terms and condi-

tions
 Addressed in FAQs page

 Features examples of comments that are allowed or not allowed
 Commenting rules quiz
Tolerance rules Language/content that is racist/against a certain ethnicity forbidden
  Language/content that is homophobic (discriminates on the basis of 

sexual orientation) is forbidden
 Language/content that discriminates based on religion is forbidden
 Language/content that discriminates based on nationality is forbidden
 Language/content that discriminates based on gender is forbidden
 Language/content that discriminates based on disability is forbidden
  Language/content that discriminates on the basis of class/socio-econo-

mic status is forbidden
 Any other form of hate / discriminating speech is forbidden
Civility rules Vulgar or profane content forbidden
 Threats are forbidden
 Harassment is forbidden
 Personal attacks are forbidden
 Insults/name-calling are forbidden
 Content that violates a person’s right to privacy is forbidden
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Legal liability rules Content that infringes copyright law, intellectual property is forbidden
 Defamatory language or content is forbidden
 Libelous language or content is forbidden
 Content that is otherwise illegal is forbidden
 Content that advocates for illegal acts/violence is forbidden
 Collecting or storing other users’ personal data is forbidden
Other rules Advertising, promotions are forbidden
 Other types of spam are forbidden
  Posting the same comment or very similar comments repeatedly is for-

bidden
 Irrelevant, off-topic comments are forbidden
Warnings Comments may be deleted
 Comments may be edited
 Comments may be moved
 Comments and emails may be used, republished, aired on any medium
 A user can be banned
 You are responsible for all content you post
Moderation  It is stipulated that some or all comments are pre-moderated (checked by 

moderators and only afterwards published)
  It is stipulated that some or all comments are post-moderated (checked 

by moderators after appearing on the website)
Other comment system Comments can be flagged by users (as abusive, spam or other  
features rule-breaking)
 Comments can be “recommended“ or “liked“ by users
  Comment visualization can be ranked by “most liked“ or “most recom-

mended“
  There are super users or featured comments that are highlighted or su-

bject to preferential treatment


